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Why should I become a Gold Medal operator? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is a ‘Gold Medal operator’? 
This means that you 100% guarantee your availability and rates.   

Booking Centre staff and clients making a booking will not have to wait for confirmation from the Operator.  

Operators that guarantee their availability will appear at the top of availability searches and be eligible to be part of the Last 

Minute Rates feature.  

Gold Medal operators are able to include their inventory in the Bookeasy Distribution Network, as well as have it included in 

other distribution channels such as TXA, Wotif, Agoda, etc. 

 

How will Gold level benefit my business? 

- Your inventory appears at the top of the listing when a general search is conducted. 

- Higher visibility in searches means you are more likely to get booked by Visitor Centres and Travel agents. 

- Avoid over bookings, as inventory is instantly checked and accepted. 

- You are able to offer Last minute deals and be included in these searches. 

- All operators who are Gold Medal will have the gold logo beside their name.  

- Access to thousands of Distribution channels that require instant availability. 

- Increase customer satisfaction be confirming their bookings right away and prompting return bookings. 

 

How much extra work will it make for me? 

There is no additional work needed to be a Gold Medal operator. It can actually SAVE YOU TIME.  

All you have to do is keep your rates and availability 100% up-to-date.  

Is it hard to set up? 

To become a Gold Medal operator (instantly confirmed), you simply tick a box in Bookeasy. It is literally that simple. 

This does not apply if the guest is booking on the same day they are due to arrive.  However, if you wish to also be instantly 

confirmed for same day arrivals/tours, tick the second box as well.  

Gold Medal Operators must keep their rates and availability 100% up-to-date. 

 

How much does it cost? 

Nothing. Nada. Zilch.  

The Simple Answer:  

Gold Medal operators are more trusted by the potential online visitors making bookings. 

Today’s customers expect that bookings made online are instantly approved. 

 

Allowing instant availability lets you offer Last-minute deals to try to sell left over inventory 

and maximise your revenue. 

ONLY Gold Medal operators who offer instant availability of their inventory can be included in 

distribution networks, such as Roamfree, TXA, Wotif, Agoda, Australia.com and many others. 
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Distribute Your Inventory  

As well as a range of external distribution channels, Gold Medal operators can choose to join the following: 

JOIN THE BOOKEASY BOOKING CENTRE NETWORK 

By ticking this box, your inventory will distribute to over 160 other Visitor Centres using BookEasy around Australia.    

Ask your Booking Centre or the BookEasy team for more detail on External Searches and commission rates in the BookEasy 

network. 

ie Staff in any Booking Centre will be able to book your product. 

JOIN THE BOOKEASY DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

If your Mothership Booking Centre has opted to distribute its members to the BookEasy Distribution Network, then your 

inventory will automatically feed into GAS (Global Accommodation Search) if this box is ticked.   

Your inventory will then be distributed to networks throughout Australia and New Zealand including: 

 AAA Tourism 

 Australian Auto Clubs (RACV. RACQ, NRMA ) 

 TXA (Tourism Exchange Australia) 

 And over 2000 quality-checked global partner websites, including roamfree.com 

Bookings are managed by BookEasy.  Payments, itineraries and operator returns are generated by BookEasy 

However, if you do not wish to distribute your inventory to GAS, simply un-tick this box and click Save. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increase your online presence and allow bookings from Booking Centres and websites around Australia and the world. 

  


